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Milwaukee PC’s Data
Recovery Service Process
1. The media to be recovered from is
received by any local Milwaukee PC
store. It is checked in, details are taken
about what data is needed.
2. The media is sent via internal transfer
to our Data Recovery department at the
Appleton Branch.

About Milwaukee PC
Data Recovery Service

3. Milwaukee PC - Appleton receives
each data recovery job, which is then
duplicated to one of our secure-erased
drives for working with.

Milwaukee PC’s Data Recovery Service is
not a new service. In fact, Milwaukee PC
has offered Data Recovery since 2004.

4. Each drive is worked on by our
experienced technicians to recover
the most data possible. All recovered
data is scanned for virus, and then
transferred to either a drive provided
for the recovery or the smallest possible
destination drive for transport back to
the originating store.

With the growing level of computer usage
in today’s society, Milwaukee PC felt that
we needed to expand our service to offer
Data Recovery to our customers. Today,
Milwaukee PC can offer data recovery not
only for accidental deletions, but even
for many items where you would think
recovery is not possible from.
Milwaukee PC is currently able to offer
recovery from: hard drive, USB flash drive,
camera cards, and even RAID arrays. In
many cases, we can still recover from
drives that your computer no longer can
read! If the drive/media is physically
intact, odds are we can get your data
back, or you don’t pay!

5. Once the recovered data is received
back at the original store, the customer
is contacted to come in and preview the
data recovered BEFORE you pay. Once
data has been verified, you can purchase
the recovered data.

If we don’t recover your data, YOU
DON’T PAY! That’s our promise!

Logical Hard Drive Recovery

Recovery from a single hard drive where the media
does not need physical repair to access the data.

1TB to 4TB drive........... $250-$900
5TB to 8TB drive......... $250-$1200
10TB+ drive................. $250-$1600
RAID Arrays................. $500-$2000
Price ranges listed are average price for labor PER DRIVE.
Customer must either provide or purchase a drive for
recovered data.

Logical Flash Media Recovery

Recovery from a flash media (USB drive/camera
cards) where the media does not need physical repair
to access the data.

Flash Media................... $100-$900
Price ranges listed are average price for labor PER DRIVE.
Customer must either provide or purchase a drive for
recovered data.

Clean Room Hard Drive Recovery

Recovery of data from a hard drive where the media
has to be physically disassembled to gain access to
the data. Cost for recovery can exceed $1000, and is
not determined until evaluation of drive is completed.

All prices listed are subject to change without notice. Prices listed are for indicated services as listed. If additional storage space is needed for recovered data, it will be provided at a nominal fee. “If we don’t recover your data, you don’t pay” policy applies to ANY data recovered. If customer wishes to receive any of the data recovered, the full fee listed is
charged. Media provided to the customer with the data recovery is included in the price listed. RAID Data Recovery REQUIRES the original RAID controller that the RAID was created on. Media is transferred for recovery via internal transfer, which may take several days. If more rapid transfer is needed, customer will be charged for UPS shipping of the media.

Did you know...?
If you think you lost / erased your
computer data, the worst thing you
can do is keep using the computer?
The best chance for data recovery,
even of accidentally erased files,
is to immediately power down the
computer, not to run the shutdown
process but to physically unplug
the computer from the wall, and
bring it in for Data Recovery.
Freezing a drive is a myth. While
in very rare cases it will for a few
moments allow you to gain access
to a drive, it will more likely do
further damage to the drive in
the long run, and make full data
recovery less likely.
About half the drives that
experience data loss can be
recovered without the expensive
clean room recovery process.
31% of PC users have lost all their
files due to events beyond their
control.
6% of all PCs will suffer an episode
of data loss in any given year.
With MILWAUKEE PC’s low rates,
knowledgeable technicians, and
years of experience, you don’t need
to look anywhere else.

The People Behind The Product - Since 1989

Appleton
920-830-9477

Milwaukee - Central
414-771-6965

Fond du Lac
920-924-6192

Oconomowoc
262-244-5376

Greenfield
414-427-6965

Oshkosh
920-233-4706

Kenosha
262-942-9180

Racine
262-598-9438

Menomonee Falls
262-253-1499

Stevens Point
715-342-6816

Mequon
262-241-4638

Waukesha
262-542-1383

Milw. - Downtown
414-223-2641

West Bend
262-306-7328
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Milwaukee - South
414-817-8750

http://www.milwaukeepc.com
If you cannot access a file you need or
you accidentally deleted it, follow these
simple steps for the best chance at
recovering your data:

1

Power
Down

2

Write it
down

3

Go to
Milw. PC

Don’t run the Shutdown, Write down what
We have the tools
just hold the power
happened and what you available to recover
button until it turns off! need recovered.
your data in most cases.
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Your Data is
important, don’t
settle for it’s loss.

